
      
     

      ARTIST APPLICATION 
                          for Public Art Funding 
        in Downtown Auburn Hills 
 
 
 

 
The Auburn Hills Tax Increment Finance Authority (TIFA) is excited to announce an opportunity 
for Michigan artists to participate in a public art project for Downtown Auburn Hills. 
 
The TIFA is seeking qualified, highly skilled artists to propose an art piece for display in 
Downtown Auburn Hills and to be permanently owned by the TIFA.  Artists shall have no right 
to the use and/or future disposition of the art they have created.  Art pieces may be moved to 
other locations within the community if deemed appropriate at some future date after initial 
downtown display. 
 
Applications will be received by the TIFA until 5:00 p.m. local time on Friday, May 2, 2014.  A 
selection is expected during the month of May and Artists will be notified at that time.  Work is 
expected to begin on the awarded art pieces immediately with plans to have all work ready for 
installation and display by September 5, 2014. 
 
APPLICANT REQUIREMENTS & CONSIDERATIONS 
 

 All selected artists must assure that the methods they use to create their art pieces are 
appropriate for year-round outdoor display and will hold up to the seasonal weather 
conditions in Michigan. 

 All art forms will be considered, but a great deal of influence on their selection will be 
the practicality of displaying them, and for them to be of a size that is substantial 
enough to be noticeable in a public setting.  Display areas will include but not be limited 
to sidewalks, courtyards, parks, and other appropriate outdoor public locations.   

 While there are no specific designs or themes required, those that consider such things 
as the history of Auburn Hills, Downtown Auburn Hills, or the concept of downtown 
living and more specifically, the amenities of Downtown Auburn Hills, will be given 
greatest consideration.   

 Artists may propose more than one piece, but no more than one piece will be selected 
from any one Artist.   

 Each Artist will provide a sketch that substantially represents what they plan to create.  
Significant deviations from that approved sketch may result in the artwork not being 
displayed and funding terminated.  The sketch will clearly include the materials to be 
used, a statement about methods used to make it weather resistant, the colors to be 
used, the overall size/dimensions, and the means by which it must be attached/affixed 
to its intended location.  For example, Artists should indicate if it is best suited for 
mounting on a wall, sidewalk, bare ground, etc.   



 There is no imposed limit on the size and scope of the art piece, but it should be 
appropriately sized for the location at which it is intended to be displayed. 

 Each proposed piece should include an estimated cost of materials.  It is the 
responsibility of the Artist to make certain that their materials estimate is current.  The 
TIFA will not reimburse for cost over-runs that exceed 10% of the Artist estimate. 

 Each submittal shall include the artist’s portfolio of work, with emphasis on work they 
have created similar to what they are proposing for this application. 

 Each proposed piece shall include a title.  In addition, the Artist’s name will also be 
included along with the year of the project.   

 Artwork shall be “family friendly” and will be judged, in part, on its appropriateness for 
all ages.  Abstract art will receive the least consideration.   

 Should the materials for the Artist’s proposed project exceed $1,000, they will be 
required to provide three competitive quotes from material suppliers. 

 
FUNDING 
 
The TIFA is providing funding to reimburse artists for actual costs of materials.  Each proposal 
shall include the estimated cost of materials, along with an artist fee, if so desired.  The two will 
be added together and considered as the total of the commissioned piece.  Upon signing of an 
Agreement between the Artist and the TIFA, the TIFA will be prepared to reimburse for material 
costs and artist fee on the following schedule: 
 

 Material costs reimbursed one time.  Artists shall acquire materials for their piece and 
submit receipts for reimbursement at such time the piece is at 50% completion.  
Verification of progress in person or by photo is required.   

 Upon completion of the art piece and delivery to the TIFA, the Artist will be paid their 
artist fee if one was requested and approved during the application process.  No artist 
shall be paid a fee for which they did not request in their application nor shall a fee be 
increased from that which was originally approved. 

 
The TIFA understands that material costs vary greatly and that depending upon materials that 
are used, smaller pieces can be more expensive than far larger pieces.  Artists should use good 
judgment knowing that the TIFA is seeking pieces that are large enough for public display, 
without having excessive costs attached to them.   
 
The TIFA’s goal is to commission several pieces of art in their first attempt at sponsoring a 
public art project.  Artists should be mindful that there are not unlimited financial resources.  
While the TIFA does not want to stifle creativity by way of dollar amount restrictions, applicants 
can be assured that proposed pieces (materials and artist fee combined) in the thousands of 
dollars will not be considered. 
 
Artists who call Michigan home will be those that receive funding.   
 
Artists who apply and are not selected and selected Artists may re-apply in future years if 
funding continues to be available.   

 
 



ARTIST’S APPLICATION & AGREEMENT 
 
 
I hereby submit the following application in compliance with the aforementioned terms and 
conditions (Requirements & Considerations).  By signing below, I am acknowledging that I have 
read and understand these terms and conditions and the expectations set forth herein.   
 
I understand that the TIFA shall be the sole determinant of the artwork to be selected and that 
any costs associated with preparing my application, including artistic work necessary to provide 
sketches and other information related to my application, is at my expense and shall not be 
reimbursed by the TIFA. 
 
Complete this page for each piece of art you are proposing. 
 
(PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION) 
 
 
Artist’s Name:__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Street Address:_________________________________________________________________ 
 
City/State/Zip Code:_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Primary Phone Number: (__________)__________-_______________ 
 
Email Address:__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Website Address and/or Link to Portfolio, if available:__________________________________ 
 
         ___________________________________ 
 
Estimated cost of materials: $___________________ 
 
Artist Fee (if requested):  $______________________ 
 
TOTAL PROPOSED FEE:  $_______________________ 
 
PLEASE provide an estimated number of hours to complete your piece: ___________________. 
 
 
By signing below, I represent that the TIFA may rely upon this information for making their 
selection and that I agree with the terms and conditions as contained herein. 
 
 
Artist’s Signature:_______________________________    Today’s Date:_____/_____/_______ 
 
TIFA Approval:  _________________________________   Today’s Date:_____/_____/_______ 
 



ARTIST’S APPLICATON SUBMITTAL 
 
 
Artists may seek guidance prior to submitting their application and proposal by contacting the 
Auburn Hills Tax Increment Finance Authority at 248.370.9440.   
 
Contact persons are: 
 
Samantha “Sam” Mariuz (smariuz@auburnhills.org) 
Tom Tanghe (ttanghe@auburnhills.org) 
 
 
Application deadline is Friday, May 2, 2014 at 5:00 p.m. local time.  You must include your 
completed application form along with the supporting materials as identified herein.   
 
Applications may be emailed to one or both of the contact persons listed above or sent by U.S. 
mail to: 
 
Auburn Hills Tax Increment Finance Authority 
Attn:  Public Art Project 
1827 North Squirrel Road 
Auburn Hills, Michigan  48326 
 
 
A decision in May is expected as to the Artists who are selected at which time Artists will be 
notified and their work may begin.   
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